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Cell division is a requisite task for all living things. A critical part
of this process is the formation of the mitotic spindle which is
the machinery that actively and effectively divides chromosomes
into their respective daughter cells during mitosis. The overall
morphology of the mitotic spindle is well-defined with kinetochore
microtubule bundles ( aka: kinectochore fibers) extending from the
poles of centrosomes and attaching to specialized attachment sites
on sister chromatids called kinetochores to achieve the processes
that occur in metaphase and anaphase. Conversely, the molecular
mechanisms regulating mitotic spindle function have been much
more challenging to decipher for several reasons: 1. it is extremely
large and complex, often comprised of hundreds to thousands
of microtubules, 2. it is one of the most dynamic cytoskeletal
structures, and 3. there are a multitude of microtubule associated
proteins (MAPs) that participate in the formation and function of
this structure(reviewed in (1, 2)). Improved microtubule visualization tools
will allow investigators to better understand the mechanisms that
regulate mitotic spindle spatiotemporal organization, unique spindle
forces, and spindle interaction with kinectochore complexes.
Microtubules (MTs) are formed by the addition of ab-heterodimers of
tubulin. A striking property of MTs are their dynamic instability which
is critical for its many functions in the cell including its role in mitotic
spindle formation and mitosis. Studying MT function is challenging
due to its dynamic properties; however, in vitro approaches such as
turbidity measurements, DIC microscopy, and fluorescently labeled
tubulins in combination with TIRF microscopy have allowed scientists
to better understand MT growth speed, shrinkage speed, catastrophe
rate, and rescue rate(reviewed in (3)). Investigating MTs in cells presents its
own challenges, because labeling tubulin in cells can affect binding
properties, associated protein interaction, and dynamic regulation.
For example, in cells standard overexpression of fluorescent proteins
fused to tubulin produces steric hinderance and often results in
high overall background signals. To circumvent this issue and aide
in dynamic investigation, scientists use a “speckling” approach
where only some of the tubulin is fluorescently labeled either by
microinjecting a fixed amount of fluorescently labeled tubulin into
the cell, or expressing GFP on a specific isoform of tubulin. Recently,
a new fluorescently labeled tubulin specific probe, called SiR tubulin,
has gained significant interest due to its specificity, cell-permeability,
and fluorogenic properties(4). Following are three examples of how
SiR tubulin technology has enhanced investigation of the mitotic
spindle.

in addition to generating force, also creates torque in the mitotic
spindle(5). Stimulated emission depletion (STED) super-resolution
microscopy was used in combination with SiR tubulin to determine
the shapes of MT bundles in metaphase spindles, which allowed
them to conclude that MTs are arranged in bundles exhibiting a
variety of shapes including curved and S shapes. They then utilized
PRC1-GFP fusion protein to label the kinectochore fibers in fixed cells
and performed confocal microscopy, which allowed them to re-create
the z-stacked kinectochore fibers and determine that the mitotic
spindle is a chiral object with left-handed helicity of the MT bundles.
Interestingly when kinesin-5 was inactivated with S-trityl-L-cysteine
the bundles had reduced left-handed helicity. It will be interesting
to determine the role that torque forces play in mitotic spindle
formation and function.

Spatiotemporal Organization of the Mitotic Spindle
The formation of the mitotic spindle is coordinated by cytoskeletal
networks, molecular motors, and the nucleus. Recently, Nunes
et al. investigated this processes in a spatiotemporal fashion and
identified several key mechanisms that ensure efficient spindle
assembly(6). Micropatterning with high-resolution imaging and
3D cellular reconstruction was used to investigate this complex
process, and they determined that centrosomes are reoriented
during prophase so that it is positioned on the shortest nuclear
axis when the nuclear envelope is broken down, and understanding
this positioning is critical because it can affect mitotic fidelity.
Furthermore, they found that Arp 2/3 and Dyenin are key regulators
of this centrosome movement. SiR tubulin was essential in their
studies to determine if spindle assembly checkpoint was impacted by
centrosome positioning, and they found that centrosomes positioned
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Understanding Mitotic Spindle Forces
Specific forces are required in mitosis for the congression of
chromosomes to the metaphase plate and their separation in
anaphase. Several studies have determined that forces generated in
the mitotic spindle are generated by motor proteins. Interestingly,
Novak M et al. recently discovered that the motor protein kinesin-5,
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Figure 1: 93X STED-imaged Dividing HeLa cell labeled with SPY555actin (magenta), SPY595-DNA (orange), and SPY650-tubulin (blue).
Image provided courtesy of Spirochrome.
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at the shortest nuclear axis removed Mad2 faster and produced timely progression
through mitosis.

Phosphorylation of Kinetochore Proteins to Regulate Kinetochore
Coupling
Kinetochores are key structures in mitosis that actively bind kinetochore fibers during
mitosis. Long et al. sought to decipher mechanisms that regulate kinectochore
interaction with polymerizing and depolymerizing MT bundles during metaphase(7). The
Hec1 protein, a key component of the kinectochore-MT attachment interface, has tails
that are phosphorylated by aurora B. Interestingly, the investigators found that the Hec1
tail phosphorylation state alters its ability to interact with polymerizing microtubule
bundles by tuning friction along polymerizing microtubules while not affecting Hec1’s
grip on depolymerizing microtubules. SiR tubulin was used in primary studies to define
if Hec1 phospho-mimetics altered its ability to interact with MTs.

Summary and Future Investigation
These studies highlight how SiR tubulin probes have played a critical role, in combination
with established tools, to better define mitotic spindle formation and function. Just as
importantly, these studies highlight microtubule associated proteins (MAPs) that control
critical mechanisms in the mitotic spindle. MAPs were first identified by Greengard
and colleagues in 1975(8) and since then several proteomic and functional studies have
identified more than 200 of these proteins involved in mitotic spindle formation and
function(reviewed in (1)). As scientists continue to dive deeper into understanding the role of
MAPs in the dynamic regulation of the mitotic spindle using super-resolution microscopy,
better live cell imaging tools for MAPs are needed. GFP fusion proteins are an established
approach; however, phototoxicity and signal-to-noise is an issue with GFP and can be
a limiting factor especially for single molecule and super-resolution microscopy where
fluorescent probes are preferred. An alternative fusion-protein system is the SNAP tag
labeling system, which allow investigators to specifically label their proteins with an
array of benzylguanine (BG) conjugated fluorophores(9). This allows for the potential
labeling of robust fluorescent dyes; nevertheless, not all BG-probes are created equally
and one recent study showed that many of these probes result in rapid photobleaching
and nonspecific staining(10). Cytoskeleton is proud to introduce the BG-SiR and BG-SPY
dyes which are composed of BG conjugated to the cell permeable, fluorogenic dyes used
to make the highly popular SiR and SPY tubulin probes. Importantly, these probes can
be used in combination for super-resolution microscopy (Figure 1). This new toolset
provides a great mechanism to label both tubulin and MAPs with well-established cellpermeable and fluorogenic probes for mitotic spindle investigation.
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Amount

Cat #

630 / 680 nm

50 nmol

CY-SC001

630 / 680 nm

50 nmol

CY-SC002

630 / 680 nm

50 nmol each

CY-SC006

630 / 680 nm

50 nmol

CY-SC007

650 / 680 nm

50 nmol

CY-SC012

690 /720 nm

35 nmol

CY-SC013

690 / 720 nm

35 nmol

CY-SC014

690 / 720 nm

35 nmol

CY-SC015

555 / 580 nm

100 stains

CY-SC202

512 / 531 nm

100 stains

CY-SC101

555 / 580 nm

100 stains

CY-SC201

555 / 580 nm

100 stains

CY-SC203

599 / 615 nm

100 stains

CY-SC301

652 / 674 nm

100 stains

CY-SC501

652 / 674 nm

100 stains

CY-SC503

696 / 718 nm

100 stains

CY-SC601

Actin protein (rhodamine):

10 x 20 µg
20 x 20 µg

AR05-B
AR05-C

Actin protein (rhodamine):

4 x 10 µg
20 x 10 µg

APHR-A
APHR-C

Product
SiR-Actin™ Kit

Includes SiR-Actin and Verapamil

SiR-Tubulin™ Kit

Includes SiR-Tubulin, and Verapamil

Cytoskeleton Kit

Includes SiR-Actin, SiR-tubulin and Verapamil

SiR-DNA™ Kit

Includes Verapamil

SiR-Lysosome Kit

Includes SiR-Lysosome and Verapamil

SiR700-Actin Kit

Includes SiR700-Actin and Verapamil

SiR700-Tubulin Kit

Includes SiR700-Tubulin and Verapamil

Ex / Em

Amount

Cat #

555 / 580 nm

35 nmol

CY-SC204

Product
SPY555-BG Substrate

References

SiR700-DNA Kit

Includes SiR700-DNA and Verapamil

SPY555-Actin

SPY620-BG Substrate

619 / 635 nm

35 nmol

CY-SC404

Includes SPY555-Actin Probe

SPY505-DNA

SiR650-BG Substrate

652 / 674 nm

35 nmol

CY-SC504

Includes SPY505-DNA Probe

SPY555-DNA

Includes SPY555-DNA Probe

SiR700-BG Substrate

696 / 718 nm

35 nmol

CY-SC604

SPY555-Tubulin

Includes SPY555-Tubulin Probe

Fluorescent Tubulin Tools

SPY595-DNA

Includes SPY595-DNA Probe

Product

Amount

Cat #

Tubulin Protein (Fluorescent AMCA): Porcine Brain

5 x 20 µg
20 x 20 µg

TL440M-A
TL440M-B

Includes SPY650-DNA Probe

Tubulin Protein (Fluorescent HiLyte 488): Porcine Brain

5 x 20 µg
20 x 20 µg

TL488M-A
TL488M-B

Includes SPY650-Tubulin Probe

Tubulin Protein (Rhodamine): Porcine Brain

5 x 20 µg
20 x 20 µg

TL590M-A
TL590M-B

Includes SPY700-DNA Probe

Tubulin Protein (X-Rhodamine): Porcine Brain

5 x 20 µg
20 x 20 µg

TL620M-A
TL620M-B

rabbit skeletal muscle

Tubulin Protein (Fluorescent HiLyte 647): Porcine Brain

5 x 20 µg
20 x 20 µg

TL670M-A
TL670M-B

human platelet

SPY650-DNA

SPY650-Tubulin
SPY700-DNA
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